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Forestry Education and Training in High Schools and High Schools as a Recruitment Means to Employment.

1.0 Background
Project Background:
Initially this project was to be part of the development of a “Career Package” for
schools and career advisors aimed at engaging the interests of school leavers into
the forestry industry.
● Based on “Forestry Insights” programme
● Hard & soft copy “Industry Info”
● Contacts for work experience
● Link to Generation Programme/s
It was also aimed at establishing, maintaining, and driving a positive image and
standard of collateral that industry contractors could source easily. Ensuring
electronic versions available on the Careers Portal and this has resulted in the
development of a frontline recruitment campaign which is running over a 12month period throughout NZME media platforms: radio, digital and print. We have
tied in it with this work at Secondary Schools.
Development of a Careers Portal under the T&C committee has been designed with
the intention of being the “go to” directory on the Forestry Industry containing
pertinent marketing information that will encourage participation, seek further
information and provide a career pathway for a professional industry. FICA have
been heavily engaged from the outset of this committee.
Link to Career Portal https://www.forestrycareers.nz/

Project Purpose:
Recruitment is the end result, we need to understand and manage the promotion
of forestry through the secondary school system and to this end we proposed to
pilot with two schools: Tauhara High (Taupo) and Napier Boys High School both
carrying out quite different teaching styles.
This was for the purpose of engaging youth in forestry and understanding the
industry and what it has to offer before taking up options with career choices
when they leave school. It also means providing close linkages with the industry
whether it be through direct contact with contractors or forestry employers and /
or forestry organizations like FICA, Wood Councils and Future Foresters and NZIF.
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Project Engagement:
We believe the right approach was to undertake pilots in two different senior
schools – Napier Boys High and Tauhara College, Taupo. This cut across three
different streams of education pathways to get forestry in front of the students
and support profile of the industry to those that are looking for outdoor
employment, opportunity to grow through a career pathway and also be involved
in an industry that is becoming very technical, mechanised and rewarding. So, the
immediate approaches were made through the two schools:
■ Re-write Napier Boys High Forestry Programme which is over 10 years old for
year 12 students (NBH)
■ Year 10 Curriculum Modules - Living World & Social Sciences (Environmental)
subjects (NBH) . This can be a cross approach through various subjects – maths,
science, economics
■ Find good problems within forestry and take the problem-solving approach
with providing curriculum project work (Tauhara High) – STEAM Process
● Enquiry/Problem
● Resources – Theory
● Prototype
● Iteration
● Solutions
● Presentations
Post discussions with the Tauhara High teachers they are working towards running
a trial within the school, evidence, evaluation etc then setting up a process going
forward in the time frames (terms) suggested. Engaging Future Foresters will give
some ideas around the types of project they can install into the school. Outcomes
of the trial will lead us to being able to give further advice about forestry
education the school can promote for Years 11-13 with forest sector input.
The variations in their focus prompted wider research into how the forest industry
engages with high schools, particularly with reference to how students may be
attracted to seeking employment with contractors/employers.
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Outcomes sought include;
■ Establishing which high schools around New Zealand are engaging in delivery
of forestry training and establishing their reasons for doing so.
■ Identifying the effects of various school education and training programmes in
relation to these leading to employment in forestry.
■ Seeking information on the resources used for forestry in schools and
identifying areas of commonality.
■ Identifying web sites which advertise forestry as a career and/or providing
information on training and entry points to the industry.
■ Establishing if there is rationale in industry encouraging delivery of a forestry
curriculum to high school students from Years 10-13.
Timing of this project aligns with setting up of the Forestry and Wood Processing
Workforce Council, the Primary Workforce Development Council, Primary Centre of
Vocational Excellence (CoVE), Regional Wood Councils, Expansion of the
‘Generation Programme’ for entry to and training in forestry and larger than usual
numbers of job-seekers and career changers available through job losses post
Covid 19.

Base data and sampling information
The base data for research and enquiry is a report from NZ Qualifications Authority
(NZQA) on high schools that were in 2017-2019, reporting NZQA credits for unit
standards in Domains; Forest foundation skills, Forest knowledge, Forest
Operations and Non-commercial forestry skills.
Forestry Foundations skills credits reported give an indication of delivery of
‘General requirements’ (unit 17769) and other introductory forestry specific units at
Level 2.
Non-commercial forestry skills domain contains only one unit standard, 6917;
Operate a chainsaw. This indicates either a forestry or Primary sector focus.
Forest Operations domain at Level 2 indicates mostly credits from unit 6916; Dko
chainsaw safety, which again indicates forestry or Primary sector focus.
Assessment credits reported in the Forestry foundation skills and forestry
knowledge domains are an accurate indicator of a targeted forestry specific
programme.
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2.0 High schools currently engaging in forestry
education and training
There are currently 45 High schools in New Zealand with NZQA consent to assess
on their own account, introductory forestry unit standards. Domain ‘forest
foundation skills’ which includes Forestry ‘General requirements’ is common to all
these schools. Domain ‘forestry knowledge’ also features for some.
There are another 17 High Schools with consent to assess unit 6916 (Demonstrate
knowledge of Chainsaw safety). Without delving deeply into these schools, it is fair
to say that without consent to deliver forest foundation skills, these 17 schools are
most likely to be teaching chainsaw in a general Primary Industries context.
Of the 45 schools with NZQA consent, only 12 are reporting assessment results for
forestry units on their own account.
There are however another 29 schools delivering some form of forestry education
and training, but using other accredited providers to report their NZQA unit results.
To complete the base list there are a further 84 schools, including the 17 above,
reporting results for chainsaw unit standards 6916 and 6917, being delivered most
likely in a generic Primary Industries context.

Sampling process
In June 2020 I met with staff of two high schools engaging in forestry education
and training. In addition, telephone contact was made with a further 12 schools
most of which appeared from the NZQA data, to be reporting the highest numbers
of credits for forestry unit standards. Staff were interviewed and these included
Careers Advisors and Subject Teachers.
These high school contacts are listed along with others on Appendix 1.
Contact was also made with the ITO (Competenz), Future Foresters and others who
have had involvement with forestry training at other levels.

2.1 Extent and objectives of high school programmes
Most high schools that include components of forestry specifically in their
programmes do this to offer options for students in Years 11 and 12 and to a lesser
extent, Year 13.
In the schools surveyed there is currently no specific attention given to forestry at
Year 10, although Tauhara College is planning to use a discovery learning
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programme and forestry examples to introduce this, and expand the focus as Year
10 students progress to Years 11 and 12.
Of the 9 schools sampled that have their own NZQA consent to assess only 5 of
these operate a dedicated forestry course.
The others, sampled, have a forestry ‘strand’ or option as a part of their Primary
Industries or Science courses.
The intent seems to be to offer flexibility and options to students who are more
practically orientated or more likely to target practical jobs on leaving school.
These practical strands include, agriculture, horticulture, construction, roading,
land development and forestry. The term ‘taster’ course applies here. Students
who seek university study in forestry are few and have made up their minds
accordingly so don’t tend to pick up on the ‘taster’ option but target more
academic subjects.
Delivering forestry as a genuine career option appears to be very dependent on;
a. schools having teachers with some sort of industry background or a
teacher who ‘champions’ forestry.
b. having close connection with local industry and access to forest sites in
association with (a) above.
c. If not either, having willingness to promote a forestry option and access
to a suitable training provider to outsource their training.
Senior teachers who have led forestry in some schools over some years are not
able to develop a succession plan unless a new staff member has an interest or
qualification in forestry. This means that a school with a successful forestry course
may not continue to offer this if a key teacher leaves or retires. (example; Rotorua
Boys High)
It would be more beneficial for the forest industry if schools had models to apply,
and for teachers to be able to distinguish between a ‘taster’ course and one
designed for students to target employment/career options.
Currently the various courses, range from creating/retaining student interest in
practical skills, generic chainsaw training and forestry, to courses with small
numbers focused directly on the employment needs of local contractors.
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2.2 Examples
Napier Boys High School; CASE STUDY* Appendix 3, Refer page 21
NBHS run a largely theory based course over a year starting with 40 boys and
whittling down to around 30. This course has been in place for around 15 years.
Several forestry unit standards (approx 20 credits) are covered by the course group
which also includes students who do a ‘trades’ component as well. The forestry
class do an hour per day over a year of around 33-36 weeks. Participants are Year
12 and are mostly practically orientated. Many engage in order to achieve unit
standard credits which go towards their NCEA. NBHS reports the NZQA credits on
their own account.
NBHS is actively seeking industry input to update and improve existing training
and assessment resources.
Marlborough Boys High School; This school sees it’s forestry course as a starting
point for students to commence a NZ Certificate in Forestry in Years 12 and 13.
Currently there are 42 boys in Year 12 and 36 in Year 13. They cover forestry and
agriculture with chainsaw training as a subject common to both.
Five unit standards are offered in each year and courses comprise 4 x1 hour
periods per week for 40 weeks, plus field trips. Year 11 students can pick an option
for their following year and there is a one term ‘taster’ on Primary Industries
available for year 10 students. Boys at Marlborough and Napier BHS are attracted
by the availability of industry credits. MBHS reports the ability to stream
individuals and the more academic students towards university study in forestry.
Trident High School (Whakatane); Trident had run a successful, dedicated forestry
course for many years under the oversight of a senior, experienced teacher. This
involved Year 10 boys in pruning and a crew of 6-7 older students in thinning. A
tragic forestry work accident to an ex-student recently, has virtually curtailed any
emphasis on forestry (introduction to felling) in the school programme. Reduction
in pruning operations also affected availability of practical work. The course has
changed emphasis, still focussing on chainsaw operations for firewood, but now
also targeting employment in practical agriculture, land development and roading.
This process is assisted by a partnership with a local business owner and
developments in the Opotiki harbour. Students are mostly 16 years old. Obtaining a
Drivers Licence also forms part of the course.
All three schools above are very dependent on the senior teachers who have run
these courses for many years.
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Bay of Islands College; This is another school which has had NZQA forestry consent
for more than 15 years. Until 2018 both silviculture and harvesting featured in their
course which also involved Northtec, this polytec able to organise forest site visits.
This course is currently a ‘forestry/automotive/farming’ course driven by local
employment opportunities. Delivery of 3-4 basic forestry units, including chainsaw,
features alongside other primary industry training as a ‘taster’ course to provide
students with options, while seeking to improve their industry knowledge. Year 12
students all tend to return for year 13. Employment outcomes are reported for
about 50% of those participating with some of these are in forestry.
Several schools sampled provide a more specific forestry focus with their
programmes;
Geraldine High School; This school provides a forestry option for Year 11 to 13
students centred largely around, and with the active support of the local forest
owning company. Students on the programme start at Year 11 and go through an
interview process where the keen ones are selected.
The school engages with parents who receive accurate information to enable their
support for and ownership of the programme. The Year 11 students, 15-17 of them,
are issued with PPE gear for forest site visits. They join a planting crew for a day a
week and split into groups to observe hauler, machine and landing operations.
Year 12 students join a harvesting crew for one day a week. The courses comprise 3
full days on job and 10 school sessions. The practical nature of this course plus
unit standard and employment outcomes ensures plenty of interest.
Tokomairiro High School (Milton); Tokomairiro High has partnered with a local PTE,
Toko Training to provide a ‘forest pathways’ course for practical students targeting
employment outcomes. The course is for Year 13 students and comprises only 8
participants who come from the Milton area and also East and South Otago High
Schools. The tutor is essentially a forest sector Trainer with connections to
silviculture and harvesting contractors.
The course involves students engaged in two full days per week for 32 weeks. They
target four or more introductory unit standards and practical in-forest work.
Students keen on university study can be streamed in conjunction with being able
to complete their practical work, but the uptake here is not high. Funding for the
course does not all come from traditional school sources but there is some
supporting funding from forest sector sources.
This programme also has connection to a programme run in the area by Mike
Hurring (Contractor).
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Gisborne Boys High School; GBHS do not hold NZQA consent and use Te Runangao-Turanganui-a- kiwa and it’s forestry arm, Turanga Ararau to take students at
Years 12 and 13 who seek practical forestry training and forestry employment. The
course provides one day a week for students and creates direct connections for
suitable candidates to access the ‘Generation Programme’. In this programme
school leavers complete a six week ‘base camp’ forestry course and are then
supported into employment and structured training in crews. To date this course is
producing excellent employment outcomes and high achievers. The day per week
in forestry is supported by general science type subjects in the school. The
Training Provider (Turanga Ararau) also accepts students from other East Coast
schools and over the past three years has reported results for students from
Lytton High, Gisborne Girls High, Campion College and Tologa Bay Area School.
Tauhara College (Taupo); CASE STUDY* Appendix 3, Refer page 21
Tauhara College is not currently offering any forestry options for Years 11-13 but is
looking to the forestry sector to partner in creating a Year 10 programme which
uses issues in forestry to introduce students to discovery learning and
constructivism in syndicates on a term by term basis. Students will complete
projects which incorporate maths, economics, environmental studies, geography,
science and technology etc, with a forestry flavour. Having trialled a programme at
year 10 the intention is to expand and stream students into more focused forestry
(and other) topics in subsequent years.

2.3 Other schools surveyed
Rotorua Boys High School; Had an introductory forestry course for some years. Has
foundered largely through lack of a specialist teacher.
Kaitaia College; Runs a ‘Science/Primary Industry’ programme which includes
chainsaw training, to provide focus for practical students. No real forestry
connections. Not many students gravitate towards forestry.
Forest View High School (Tokoroa); Was ahead of its time with a forestry course
that incorporated skills for work and pastoral care, including meals before school/
training. Largely driven by a teacher with forestry interests. Currently out-sources
training to Toi oho mai (Polytech) for any interested students.
Hukarere (Napier); Single sex school for girls which took up ‘Trades’ training
(forestry) via Eastern Institute of Technology (polytech) in 2019. Forestry unit
standards were reported via EIT but the school indicates that students showed no
interest in forestry during or after the course.
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3.0 Funding for high school programmes
It is not intended to critically evaluate funding streams for high school forestry
programmes in this report.
The schools surveyed use a range of funding sources, typically ‘Gateway’ (MOE) and
Secondary Tertiary Alignment Resource, (STAR) and where available, any direct
funding from forestry companies, the Regional Growth Fund (PGF), 1BT Partnership
Grant (1BT), He Poutama Rangitahi fund and Forest Growers Levy Trust (FGLT).
When ex-students as new employees are engaged in training agreements/NZ
Qualifications, there exists some financial support via ITOs (Competenz) and TEC
Student Component Funding (EFTS) from polytechnics, but this cannot be applied
to school students.
Schools reported some of their funding eroded on an annual basis by costs for ITO
resources.
The rules for Gateway funding demands that students are assessed for ‘Vocational
Pathways’ industry unit standards. In forestry most of these units can only be
achieved through concentrated forest work over a sustained period. Rarely is the
time or industry environment available within high school programmes to
legitimately achieve the expected standard needed to attract the funding.
This can place unreasonable expectations on the course and temptation to try and
force assessments.
A poor scenario could see a school based Trainer (Teacher) who has no real
connection to the industry, influencing sign off of a level 3 assessment purely to
meet funding requirements. This creates its’ own set of obvious problems and
serves to erode standards rather than enhance learning. To a large extent the rules
around the funding don’t recognise what is required for workplace standards to be
achieved by high school students in the forest sector. There are several unit
standards recommended by Competenz for delivery in this space.
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4.0 Trends
1. A large number of credits are reported in the forest operations and noncommercial forestry skills domains by a large number of schools. This
happens via providers and on their own account which suggests chainsaw
training for units 6916 and 6917. For the purposes of this report this in turn
suggests ‘chainsaw’ represents a generic option for practical students across
agriculture, horticulture, conservation, ‘trades’ and forestry. It also
represents opportunity for the forestry sector to promote more focus on
forestry in schools which are currently demonstrating intentions of training
in practical land based subjects.
2. For the schools surveyed, those that deliver forestry specific standards are
very much dependent on a champion inside the school. This normally takes
the form of a long serving senior teacher with either forestry background or
keen and experienced enough to see forestry as a viable employment
opportunity for practical students who like the outdoors. With one exception
there is no succession planning evident (or maybe possible) in the schools
delivering forestry.
3. The schools with close industry links seem to report better outcomes. I.e.
forest companies and employers who are involved in the programmes end up
being able to pick up and employ the high achievers with positive attitudes.
4. There was general satisfaction reported with the Competenz learning and
assessment guides. However, cost of these was mentioned as a negative and,
in some cases, prohibitive. As an observation the Competenz learner guide
doubles as assessment materials which may not be fit for purpose for use by
high schools, ie the predominant use is for employees when training over an
extended period in their workplaces and formative assessment in small
blocks.
5. Most of the school forestry courses are focused on students who are
practically orientated. Those who may seek to attend university tend to
target more academic subjects.
6. Even if delivering with a forestry focus, most schools are still keen to offer
options in other Primary Industries (taster courses).
7. There is no standard set of guidelines to assist schools preparing a forestry
programme, nor industry recommended ‘curriculum’ which could be applied.
8. There is little attention given to the changing profile of forestry workers
towards Machine Operators, rather than Chainsaw Operators.
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5.0 Careers, recruitment and promotion through
high schools
Most high schools surveyed are consciously ensuring that students are exposed to
a range of options in the Primary Industries, construction and land based/roading
areas. Entry points to the forest industry are not necessarily established nor made
clear from these courses.
Schools that run a forestry specific course tend to have industry and employer
contacts and industry support and are able to report employment outcomes in
forestry. (Gisborne BHS, Tokomairiro HS, Geraldine HS, Marlborough BHS)
Better industry connection and availability of standardised materials would assist
promotion of forestry as a career.

Information available
In conjunction with establishing activities in high schools a range of web sites
promoting careers in forestry were viewed and evaluated. See Appendix 2
attached.
A careers advisor or a young person seeking a forestry career could be forgiven for
their frustration if they either started with the wrong site or searched the full
range of sites featured as part of this project.
There exists a huge tangle of information about forestry careers and training from
a range of organisations. There is evidence of an attempt to provide a degree of
coordination because several of the sites have buttons that lead to common
presentations. Equally, there is forestry information on a couple of government
agency sites which is both poorly researched and misleading.
It is fair to say that many of the sites have different objectives, e.g. Wood Councils
tend to post information that relates to their region, Ministry of Social
Development may be attempting to describe (forestry) work available in particular
skill sets vs the likes of ‘studyspy’ which outlines, without much context, some of
the training courses available for pre-entry forestry training.
Specific pathways for new entrants are not well identified or coordinated.
The site forestrycareers.nz contains the most information and this is well
presented. Several other sites offer access to or default to this site for careers
information, e.g Te Uru Rakau, PICA (Primary Industry capability Alliance), FICA and
Competenz.
One downside to this site is that those wanting more information are referred to a
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single person contact in NZFOA. If the forest sector seeks to generate interest,
career queries and a ton of vitality through effective promotion, this would
overburden the NZFOA individual involved. So, while this site has the potential to
be a preferred source of information it can be improved.

6.0 Comments on some of the web sites
As a general comment, information on the sites presented a wealth of resources
from forestry careers, recruitment, qualifications offered, grants and scholarships
and training schemes. Many include short videos most of which involve young
people under training or newly employed. Most are well presented, showcase the
industry well and have general appeal.
Obviously, owners of web sites can incorporate what they like on their own sites.
Accordingly, some of these combine careers with scholarships, recruitment with
training, training schemes with grants etc. Some of the information is very specific
with a regional focus and promotion of particular training programmes are
examples. Some sites list qualifications and make general suggestions about
organisations to contact. Secondary School programmes do not really feature and
are hardly being referenced at all.
Some scholarships and grants are not picked up every year. Some of this can be
attributed to lack of coordination of information, poor access to or poor
presentation of information to prospective applicants.
Examples of website information
Te Uru Rakau; This site is one of several under Ministry of Primary Industries (MPI)
One of six buttons is labelled ‘Resources’. Under this heading is a ‘careers’ button
which links to ‘forestrycareers.nz’ which showcases several vocations. Other
buttons then lead to Wood Councils, Silviculture Operations, ‘Work the Seasons’.
These link to FICA and Ministry of Social Development which in turn provides
access to Competenz and information on unit standards, qualifications and
qualifications under review.
Comment; Regardless of where the trail leads (to several other sites), the
button ‘Resources’ does not suggest that careers information sits on this
page. I.e. ‘careers’ will take some finding without accessing key words.
GrowingNZ; This is essentially a Food and Fibre vocations site with a Primary
sector focus. It has the potential to expand to cater for forestry as it joins the
Primary Workforce Development Council (WDC). It links to Primary Industries
Capability Alliance (PICA) which has some generic educational resources but
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nothing for forestry apart from a link to MPI, which in turn will show a link to Te
Uru Rakau (above). There is a large secondary school working group identified on
the PICA site. Further detail on forestry is not obvious here.
Comment; The term ‘Primary Industry Capability Alliance’ even with the
acronym PICA is unlikely to provide meaning or attraction to anyone seeking
education and training information for forestry, without them accessing and
checking the site.
Forestrycareers.nz; By far the most comprehensive site for information on careers
in forestry. The front page introduces video clips on young people holding various
positions in the industry. A wide range of jobs are showcased, and information is
readily accessible. The site provides access to related agencies such as Regional
Wood Councils, FICA, and NZ Farm Forestry Association. It also cross references to
‘forestry training options’ and careersnz. There are three extremely well presented
promotional short videos as part of the Frontline Recruitment Campaign, which
also lead to this site.
Comment; The regional Wood Council sites are not all attractive to new
entrants, nor in any standardised form. ‘Forestry training options’ don’t
reference all the options shown on the NZFOA training stocktake (April 2019),
which in turn does not cover all forestry training in New Zealand. There is a
‘contact us’ invitation which is positive but likely not geared to be able to
respond to large numbers of queries.
The videos as part of the Frontline Recruitment Campaign are excellent.
When viewed via the FICA website only relatively small numbers of other
viewings were recorded. This feature needs follow up in terms of a possible
lack of access. My comment does not relate to any other contacts via other
social media, e.g. facebook etc.
Inzone Bus; The website promotes a ‘Rolling Careers Expo’ with the bus available to
be booked by High Schools and regional industry promotion agencies. The bus
itself is painted in a forest scene and is clearly identifiable as related to the forest
sector. The interior of the bus is set up in kiosks with a wide range of careers
available for visitors to access. The forest sector is only one of these despite the
external livery.
Comment; The writer admits to being a little underwhelmed by the forestry
specific promotional information after visiting the bus. It may be that the
expectation was greater because of the exterior presentation. The
technology used at the kiosks is useful and appeals to young people who
are media driven and can explore a wide range of vocations. Could the
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information here be linked to schools that provide introductory forestry
training?
Work the Seasons, (Ministry of Social Development); This site relates specifically to
encouraging job seekers and those who may be on MSD unemployed registers to
undertake seasonal work to cater for regional and seasonal work availability and
to use to re-engage people with the workforce. Among a range of other industries,
the site shows a forestry option for ‘silviculture’. Seasonal job vacancies are mainly
for planting but a few other forestry related job descriptors are also shown.
There is also a Facebook page which should provide access to younger people
seeking jobs.
Comment; The job descriptors show use of brushcutters as medium to low
skilled, Chemical releasing as ‘low skilled but still physical’, pruning as
requiring ‘a high degree of skill and ability’ and thinning with the caption
‘non-qualified workers are also accepted if they have (vast) experience that
deems them competent’.
This combination of facts seems out of balance and does little to enhance
or promote silvicultural skills. Defining planting as ‘planting of pine/
manuka/redwood/native seedlings for commercial forestry’ could also be
misleading in context.
Forestlearning.edu.au; This is an Australian site which offers free teaching and
learning resources, ‘written by teachers for teachers’. It includes Teacher and
learner guides which are aligned to the Australian curriculum.
It provides lesson overviews, information on what students will do, strands and
themes and provides videos and a ‘visual tour’ of forestry and processing facilities.
Comment; The concept is sound and appears to offer currency and
standardisation of materials for teachers to teach forestry in Schools.
Project learning tree (pltcanada.org); When accessed this site featured a podcast
of an interview with a senior forest manager who was discussing a strategy to
attract young people and career changers into the Canadian forest industry. The
site itself provides access to careers information and resources and worksheets
which can be downloaded and used as learning materials.
Comment; Information from the podcast showed similar issues to NZ. It gave
the impression of a structured and organised approach to address these
issues.
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FICA; FICA has a very active series of sites with specific attention given to ‘Careers’,
which links to the ‘forestrycareers.nz’ site. There are quality video clips from
people in various forestry jobs and a range of forestry qualifications listed. The
site shows quality promotional booklets which are available and also makes
reference to the Generation Programme operated by Eastland Wood Council. It also
provides links to Competenz where there is information on the range of
qualifications available through the ITO and Apprenticeships in the forestry sector.
The site is quite busy but gives a positive introduction to forestry and forest work.
Comment; The site shows links and connections to many forestry web sites.
MPI/ Primary; Opportunities Grow here. This site is yet to be fully evaluated.

6.1 Wood Councils
There are sites for eight Wood Councils all of which differ in quality and feature a
range of information, largely related to activities in their own regions. Messaging
about what Wood Councils is not clear in all cases. There is a range of information
on careers and some with links to other sites including ‘forestrycareers.nz’ and Te
Uru Rakau. The Marlborough Wood Council cross references the Marlborough Boys
High programme. Career information leads to a video by Wenita Forest Products.
Scholarships available in forestry and video clips also feature on some sites. A link
to Safetree is shown on the Southern Wood Council site.
The Hawkes Bay Forestry Group presents as a regional Wood Council and has an
easy access and informative web site. Careers information defaults to
‘forestrycareers.nz’, Competenz and careers.govt. There is a ‘forestry insights’ link
which goes to a site unrelated to forestry.
Comment; There is opportunity for Wood Councils to be a focal point for
regional activities in forestry and demonstrate this accordingly in their web
sites. Standardisation of at least some of the content common to all would
assist this process.
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Other sites. There are a wide range of other sites and probably others that have
been missed from Appendix 2 attached. It is proposed not to comment on all of
these. There are also several social media sites which clearly appeal to and are
accessed by young people or those who use this medium.
There are a number of Facebook sites that have relevance but seem to be
disassociated, (Forest Call is one example) Connecting or at least cross referencing
all sites would be beneficial.

7.0 Forest Insights Project
This was an initiative which was developed more than 20 years ago to promote the
forest industry, science, processing, environment and research and provide
resource materials to every school in the country.
This took the form of resources boxes for each of five levels of schooling, juniors,
standards, intermediate, lower and upper secondary and was provided free of
charge, compliments of the industry. The project was widely sponsored by forestry
companies, forest owners, wood industries and FITEC, the ITO predecessor to
Competenz. Content was prepared by teachers for teachers.
The content was evaluated in conjunction with this project. Unfortunately the
specific nature of some of the contact points, processes etc dated easily, content
did not have an extended life cycle and required regular updating to remain
current. Also hardcopy was in the process of being superseded. Much of the
general (forestry) content does not date however, and still provides valuable
reference using a great concept. The themes and content can and should be used
as a base for programme development. (See recommendations)
It is likely that most schools would have disposed of their resource boxes by now.

8.0 Observations
1. There is a wide range of careers, recruitment and training information
available on websites but this appears to be largely uncoordinated via
any single industry agency.
2. Most high schools tend to offer options for practically orientated
students in Primary Industries, ‘trades’ and Construction without major
focus on forestry.
3. The high schools that offer specific forestry training generally have
sound industry input to their programmes and a champion within their
school.
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4. There are no teaching resources available specifically to attract teachers
who may want to establish a forestry programme in their school.
5. Wood Council sites show regional features presented without any
standardisation but have the potential to be a focal resource for careers
and recruitment.
6. There can be better organisation and presentation of information on the
availability of grants and scholarships.
7. Recruitment would be enhanced if careers, entry points, training options,
scholarships available and teaching resources were assembled in one
place but with clear separation between categories.
8. The costs of various agencies creating resources and maintaining
websites could be centralised and should be mitigated through some
form of coordinated approach.
9. The discovery learning (‘constructivism’) approach to student learning,
put up by Tauhara College has wider application as a means to attract
students to forestry (and other sectors).

9.0 Recommendations
1. That the industry peak body agrees there is intrinsic value in promoting
forestry education and training in high schools.
2. That the industry peak body supports a single website administered and
maintained by the forest industry which centralises information on
recruitment, careers and career paths, entry points to industry, grants
and scholarships, types of training, training options and teaching
resources for high schools. In addition it is suggested that a single point
of contact exist specifically to receive and direct enquiries and a single
information source be available to clarify information sought by
Government agencies.
3. Interface is maintained with any similar activities taking place in the
Primary sector as a result of the RoVE.
4. There is a generic curriculum for different forestry options by student
years, developed for high schools to use along with up to date resources.
5. That the resources and materials in the Inzone bus are re-evaluated and
aligned periodically to materials presented on the industry site.
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6. That Wood Councils be set up as regional focal contacts and engaged via
the Regional Recruitment Coordinators, to share information with the
central industry site in relation to careers, recruitment, scholarships etc.
7. Subject to agreement with NZIF, Future Foresters be contacted to
evaluate how industry can best benefit from their inputs nationally with
high schools.
8. Industry evaluate the constructivism model as a promotion medium and
consider the support which may be needed if this approach to be more
widely promoted to high schools.
9. Supply a current training model as a dedicated high schools resource to
be offered through secondary schools (see example as Appendix 4 on
page 22)
10. Evaluate Forest Insights resources as a base for information for high
schools programme development.
11. Consider the House of Science model of learning with Resource Boxes
allocated for various topics and across different levels of curriculum ie.
Primary – Intermediate and Secondary

10.0 Conclusion
This project highlights that there has not been much movement in high school
forestry training programmes in the last ten years or more. Programmes do not
reflect the emphasis on machines and machine operating as a major skill set. This
offers the opportunity to provide more focus on these skills in addition to the
traditional core introductory skills.
The wide range of information sources and web sites demands alignment and a
process for best presentation and sharing. Coordinating these areas will make
better uses of funding sources.
A singular objective around taking an industry unified approach to linking schools
learning programmes to forestry recruitment, through courses such as the
‘Generation Programme’, will benefit both industry and jobseekers.
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12. 1 - Appendix 1 High schools and other contacts
Del Whyte

Napier Boys High School

James Lamb/Kris Watson

Tauhara College, Taupo

Richard Stringfellow

Safetree

Karl Mullan

Competenz

Don Hammond

Hammond Resource Management Ltd

Chris Burn

Trident High School, Whakatane

Gary Dender

Rotorua Girls High School

Steve English/Letetia Kelly

Tokoroa High School

Kathy McGovern

Forest View High School, Tokoroa

Gary Ytsma

Marlborough Boys College

Linda Allen/Alistair McKenzie

Toko Training, Milton (Tokomairiro HS)

Darryl Work

Bay of Islands College (Kerikeri)

Alfred Duval

Future Foresters

Brian Lane

Competenz

Phil Williams

Competenz

Sarah Foley-Smith

Geraldine High School

Kerri

Bay of Plenty Technical Institute

Sue Flanagan

Kaitaia High School

Kaye Ross

Hukarere (Napier)

Barry Kanara

Rotorua Boys High School

Sally Bishop

Gisborne Boys High School

Geraldine Tilly

Northland College (Kaikohe)
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12. 2 - Appendix 2 Web sites visited; careers, recruitment and training
● Forestrycareers
● NZ Forest Owners Association
● Growingnz.org (Primary Industries Capability Alliance)
● Inzone Bus
● Te Uru Rakau
● Safetree
● Future Foresters
● NZ Institute of Forestry
● Northern Wood Council
● Central North Island Wood Council
● Eastland Wood Council
● Southern North Island Wood Council
● Southern Wood Council
● Marlborough Wood Council
● Fredtheforester.co.nz
● Competenz (and tools4work)
● Ministry of Social Development (Work the seasons)
● Forest Industry Contractors Association
● Worksafe
● Careers.govt.nz
● Forestrycareers.nz/lifestyle (NZFOA)
● Studyspy
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● Nzdfi.org.nz (NZ Drylands forests initiative)
● Forestlearning.au
● Logtruck.co.nz
● Shiftup (mito/driving careers)
● Manaiasafe Forestry School
● Te Wananga o Aotearoa
● Studylink
● Tupu Ake (Forest Protection Services)
● Projectlearningtree, (Canada)
● Lets clear the air (Frontline recruitment)
● Hawkes Bay Forestry Group
Opportunities Grow here
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12. 3 - Appendix 3 Two case study schools; Napier Boys High School and Tauhara
College (Taupo)
This project originated from requests to FICA for information to assist these
schools with their forestry programmes.
Napier BHS has held NZQA consent to assess introductory level forestry unit
standards for more than 15 years. Their programme has involved a traditional
approach to teach senior students. Tauhara College had association with a Central
North Island consortium of schools interested in forestry training and more
recently seeks support to trial a discovery learning concept with year 10 students.
These students will work in syndicates to find solutions to forestry, science and
associated real world problems using forestry examples.
These schools are at two ends of the spectrum and provided the catalyst for wider
research into school programmes which teach forestry and that support
recruitment into the industry.
Challenge and outcome; Napier Boys High School.
The school felt that their programme needed review and reinvigoration. In
conjunction with this project FICA has facilitated this report writer as a contract
resource to suggest changes to the Senior Teacher at NBHS.
These changes involve review of the programme of unit standards, delivery
cadence, presentation and resource materials, assessment materials and
programme content.
The resulting draft programme will largely mirror one which will now be
recommended as a curriculum based approach for high schools with similar training
objectives to NBHS.
Challenge and outcome; Tauhara College
Tauhara College plans to introduce forestry in terms of constructivism projects
which will initially engage Year 10 students in real world problems. This in turn will
demand that students address topics such as science, economics, maths and
technology in solving the forestry problems in front of them.
Constructivism is effectively students constructing knowledge for themselves and
creating learning experiences that they understand. They will use problem solving
and collaboration in syndicates to achieve their results.
This method is seen as having potential as a powerful learning tool to introduce
high school students to forestry.
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In order to facilitate connections to industry the teachers leading this at Tauhara
have been referred to and have engaged with Future Foresters for suitable
projects. This relationship will build on the concepts proposed by the school for
projects to be run as a trial in 2021. Progression of Year 10 students and the results
of the trial will be evaluated for suitability and promotion into Years 11 to 13.
Ongoing input from Future Foresters and financial support from industry should be
subject to consideration following the initial trial.
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12. 4 - Appendix 4 Education and Training programmes in forestry for high schools
There are options for industry to provide more information to support high
schools if attracting students towards a career in forestry is an overall objective.
From the research into the schools surveyed about their engagement in education
and training with forestry and primary industries, several key points and
constraints emerged about ‘attractiveness’ of forestry as a career.
● Most high schools preferred to offer primary industry options, which
included introductory forestry unit standards in some cases.
● Those schools that offered a greater focus on practical forestry, did so with
closer involvement of industry in their course, and were generally able to
report employment outcomes because of this.
● Competenz resources prepared for people in employment are expensive for
outsiders and aside from the availability of the raw unit standards from
NZQA, there is little alternative teaching material in a standard form for high
schools to use.
● Some web sites provided excellent career promotions and case studies but
none of these provided connection to high school programmes.
● There are no accurate statistics available from schools about students who
obtain employment in forestry following school course completion.
Accordingly the following three types of course are outlined to provide better
guidance for schools to promote interest in forestry, engage with the forest sector
and to offer a degree of standardisation in content. Note these reflect a
‘traditional’ approach without attention to machine operating as a developing
need.
1. ‘Forestry in the environment’
Intended student group; Year 10-11
Content based on ‘Forest Insights’ concepts
Objectives; to use forestry, environmental and commercial issues and
problem solving techniques to generate interest in forestry as a land use
and vibrant workplace to encourage students to undertake more focused
forestry education and training with career options.
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Student numbers; a normal class group size of 15-25 students
Outcomes;
● Appreciation of forestry as a land use and contributor to environmental
management
● Overview of forest operations, employers, technology used and types of
jobs in forestry.
● General knowledge about regional forestry activities and processing
facilities.
● Interest established to the extent of students being able to make a
choice about a forestry education focus in Years 11-13.
Teacher skills required
General teaching qualification with subject expertise and employer and
forest owner contacts in the region.
Course outline
Unit standards not available.
Use the assistance of Industry to outline forestry examples to identify
issues which require application of skills in Science, Mathematics,
Economics, Technology and Geography.
Content may be presented in schools, supported by field trips and delivered
using discovery learning or traditional methods. It is considered that Year 10
students will require significant engagement, practical activity and
innovation in the direction of their learning.
Course content
Forestry related projects which can be submitted to schools via industry
connections (Future Foresters) for students to work in syndicates over set
durations to research, explore and report findings and outcomes.
Duration
Term size ‘bites’ with smaller challenges or a larger project structured to be
worked on over a school year.
Funding
This type of programme would need to be funded by any schools wishing to
use this as a forestry promotion. It is envisaged that local industry
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(employers) would contribute in-kind if approached. Forest access would
need to be organised by schools with forest owners. An initial approach to
Future Foresters indicates that this is the sort of project which appeals to FF
values and objectives, but coordination on a regional basis is needed if
activities demand regular input.
Schools would be free to apply for any of the many and varied funding
sources but if industry is serious about this medium for promotion, a
standard system of support could be developed.
Resources
Aside from materials needed to present issues and problems, schools would
develop their own teaching and learner resources to align to the projects.
Some of the ‘forest insights’ projects, exercises and resources could be
refined as support material.
2. Forestry ‘taster’ course (which could be one strand of a primary industries
or ‘trades’ programme)
Intended student group; Years 11-13
Objectives; to offer career and further study options in forestry through field
trips to forestry operations, improving industry knowledge of students,
introduction to chainsaw work and general health and safety requirements
Student numbers; A class group of up to 25
Outcomes;
● Ability to compare a forestry career with others in the primary sector
● Appreciation of forestry work conditions, processes and the range of job
roles.
● NCEA credits in forestry general requirements, introduction to chainsaws,
principles of commercial forestry and factors affecting work
performance.
● Further study options and information provided about grants and
scholarships.
● Career resource pack and Industry contacts for local employment
options.
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Teacher / Trainer skills required
Ideal; Teaching qualification supported by a forestry or agriculture degree or
diploma and an interest and contacts in the regional forestry sector.
Desired minimum qualification; Teaching qualification with subject expertise
and employer contacts in rural or primary industries and trades.
Alternative; Contract Tutor or industry Trainer/Assessor capable of delivering
a balance of classroom and practical content, supported by industry
contacts in the region.
Course outline
Unit Standards
1227;

Demonstrate knowledge of (Dko) plantation forest harvesting

6916;

Dko the rules relating to chainsaw safety

17769;

Dko general health, safety and environmental requirements..

22994;

Dko factors that affect the performance of forestry workers

22997;

Dko principles of commercial forestry

27963;

Demonstrate foundation knowledge of plantation forest
establishment and silvicultural operations.

Completion of the full content equates to 25 (NCEA) credits at level 2 and 10
credits at
Level 3. Units should be selected and targeted for completion based on a
flexible delivery and realistic time frame in conjunction with other school
topics.
Summary of course content
Overview of forestry in NZ
Description of local industry; forests, forest owners, area geography,
processing facilities/mills, transport and port facilities, exotic and natural
forests.
Access to careers information
Industry speaker(s) on careers or operations
Commercial forestry; Introduction, forestry terms, plantation species,
growth cycle, Quality factors, Maori practices, uses, Jobs, roles and
functions,
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Field trips; Establishment and silviculture operations, forest nursery,
harvesting operations, sawmill/wood processing plant, Port
Establishment and silviculture
Forest harvesting
Human factors and hydration/nutrition
Introduction to chainsaws; Rules for operating, transport and ppe, Start a
chainsaw.
Forest general requirements; Acts and Regulations, General safety, PPE,
communications and signage, actions in the event of emergencies, care of
the environment, personal safety at vegetation fires, machine operating via
use of simulator.
Duration
30 to 40 school weeks comprising a combination of part day/one day field
trips and weekly classroom sessions. Flexible to suit other school subjects
and activities.
Funding; Schools should apply for Gateway funding for this programme.
Resources; NZFOA Code of practice for drugs and alcohol, NZFOA Forestry
statistics, ACOP for forest operations, transport to forest sites, RTs, Careers
packs,
Field trips; clipboards, worksheets
Chainsaws and full PPE.
Syndicate facilities
ITO learner guides or similar
Create portfolios from worksheets. Retain these by work group/syndicate.
May be used as reference for assessments
3. Focus on forestry employment
Intended student Group; Years 11-13
Objectives; To offer training for employment in forestry through field trips
and forestry practical skills, provide entry points to employment and
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advanced training, e.g Generation Programme and to show practical
application of forestry unit standards delivered in the programme.
Student numbers; 8 to 10
Outcomes;
● Indicators from students about their desire to progress into forestry
employment
● Practical skills in basic chainsaw use and any other practical discipline
● NCEA credits in forestry general requirements, factors affecting work
performance, introductory chainsaw use, planting or silviculture and
principles of commercial forestry.
● Career entry options through employers and further training and
assistance towards either or both.
● Career resource pack and industry contacts.
Teacher/Trainer skills required
Ideal; Industry Trainer/Assessor level person capable of delivering practical
course content in forest situations, and capable of linking in with schools
systems and supported classroom learning.
Desired minimum qualifications; Forest industry Trainer/Assessor
qualifications with subject expertise and employer contacts in forestry.
Supported by trained teaching staff, meeting the QMS requirements of the
school.
Alternative; People in the categories above, contracted through a registered
PTE or Polytech with an arrangement that meets school QMS requirements.
Course outline
Unit standards
1221;

Explain and interpret job prescriptions for forestry operations

6916;

Dko the rules relating to chainsaw safety

6917;

Demonstrate basic chainsaw operation

17769;

Dko general health, safety and environmental requirements in
forestry

22994;

Dko factors that affect the performance of forestry workers
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Options
1252;

Dko Log Making

6950;

Dko Thinning plantation trees and equipment used

27963;

Demonstrate foundation knowledge of plantation forest
establishment and silviculture

23000;

Demonstrate forestry foundation skills under supervision for
plantation forest

Establishment
Completion of the core units equates to 10 credits at Level 2 and 27 credits
at level 3. Units should be selected based on a realistic chance of
completion and forest access and availability of work, work sites and
equipment. Options should only be attempted subject to work availability.
There should be no attempt to assess a practical unit standard unless
training has been fully completed and safe and correct conditions exist for
assessment.
Duration
30 to 40 school weeks comprising part day field trips, classroom sessions
and practical skills training on a work site. Flexible to suit other school
activities, but should allow for a series of practical blocks of at least two
days per week at a time.
Funding; Gateway funding should apply for most of the unit standards in
this programme.
Resources; NZFOA Code of Practice for drugs and alcohol, ACOP for forest
operations, Chainsaws and full PPE, Forest work sites and transport to sites,
RTs, ITO Learner guides or similar, tools and equipment suitable for practical
work undertaken, Career packs, machine operation simulators.
The course management should have relationships with forest owners and
managers for access to forest areas and employers for possible supervised
work experience placements.
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12. 5 - Appendix 5 Template for Department Student NCEA Handout

12 Forestry Assessment Outline
Preamble: There are no pre-requisites to take this course apart from being in Year
12. Where ever practical work is undertaken, the correct safety gear must be worn
in accordance with safety guidelines.
Introduction: This course consists of up to 5-unit standards comprising 30 credits.
There are also required practical activities where competence needs to be
demonstrated. All credits are at Level 2 and count towards NCEA certificates.
Quality Assurance:
1. Work authenticity as per school policy.
2. Missed assessments as per school policy.
3. Assessment opportunities. Further assessment opportunities are available.
4. Breaches of the rules as per school policy.
5. Appeals as per school policy.
6. Special Assessment conditions as per school policy.
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Assessment Schedule
Title

Demonstrate knowledge of
the general requirements for
employment in a plantation
forest

Internal

6
Credits

In Class

Yes

ITO

Moderation
(task)
ITO

23000 Demonstrate knowledge of
V3 factors that affect the
performance of
forestry
workers

Internal

10
Credits

In Class

Yes

ITO

ITO

April

17769
V5

Assessment

Credits

Authenticity

Re-assessment

Moderation
(assessment)

Assessment
date

Feb

6916
V8

Demonstrate knowledge of
the Code of Practice relating
to chainsaw use

Internal

5
Credits

In Class

Yes

ITO

ITO

July

6951
V6

Demonstrate knowledge of
selecting plantation trees

Internal

5

In Class

Yes

ITO

ITO

Sept

Total

26
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Title

Demonstrate knowledge of factors that affect the performance
of forestry workers

Level

3

Credits

10

Outcomes and evidence requirements
Outcome 1
Identify substances which may adversely affect work performance and safety, and
describe the effects of substance misuse on work performance.
Evidence requirements
1.1.

Illegal substances that adversely affect work performance and safety are
identified and the adverse effects are described in accordance with the
reference text.

1.2. Range evidence of three illegal substances is required.
1.3. Legal substances that may adversely affect work performance and safety are
identified in accordance with the reference text.
1.4. Range evidence of three legal substances is required.
1.5. Policy related to the use, misuse, and abuse of substances by an employee
is explained in accordance with the reference text and accepted industry
practice.
1.6. Behaviours which may indicate a person is misusing a substance in a way
which is likely to affect work performance are identified.
1.7.

Range evidence of three behaviours is required.

1.8. The action to be taken if a workmate is suspected to be under the influence
of a legal or illegal substance in the workplace is explained in accordance
with worksite procedures and accepted industry practice.
Outcome 2
Explain factors affecting fluid loss for workers in a forestry operation.
Evidence requirements
2.1.

Forestry operations are described in terms of their impact on fluid loss
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Range

operations include – planting, pruning, tree felling,
breaking out, machine operating, quality control, plotting.

2.2. Seasonal changes, climatic differences, and temperature extremes are
described in terms of their impact on fluid loss.
2.3. Different rates of fluid loss for non-forestry activities are compared in terms
of the amount lost due to physical activity.
Range

non-forestry activities include – timber grader, rugby
player, office worker, truck driver, road cyclist, boxer.

Outcome 3
Describe how to maintain adequate hydration in a forestry operation, and explain
the associated benefits.
Evidence requirements
3.1.

Three physical symptoms of dehydration are described in accordance with
the reference text and their effect on performance is explained.

3.2. Benefits of adequate hydration in terms of safety, mental and physical
ability are explained in accordance with the reference text.
3.3. Suitable and unsuitable fluids for hydration in forestry operations are
identified in accordance with the reference text and accepted industry
practice.
Range

evidence of three suitable and three unsuitable fluid types
is required.

3.4. Fluid intake frequency, timing, and volume requirements are determined for
different work operations and conditions in accordance with the reference
text.
Outcome 4
Explain the role of diet in maintaining the physical wellbeing of forestry workers.
Evidence requirements
4.1.

Carbohydrates, proteins and fats are defined in terms of their ability to be
converted into sustainable energy in accordance with the reference text.

4.2. Five foods high in carbohydrate are identified.
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4.3. Five foods high in protein are identified.
4.4. Five foods high in fat are identified.
4.5. The food pyramid is described in terms of maintaining a balanced diet.
4.6. Five foods less suitable for sustained energy are identified in accordance
with the reference text.
4.7. The relationship between the timing of meals and work performance is
explained in accordance with the reference text.
Outcome 5
Describe causes and effects of stress and fatigue on the work performance of
workers in a forestry operation, and explain ways to reduce stress and fatigue.
Evidence requirements
5.1.

Causes of fatigue are identified in terms of the physical nature of work in a
forestry operation.
Range

may include but is not limited to – sleep deficit, lack of
physical fitness, inadequate nutrition, inadequate
hydration, medical conditions, environmental factors;
evidence of five causes of fatigue is required.

5.2. Causes of stress are identified in accordance with the reference text.
Range

may include but is not limited to – sleep deficit, medical
conditions, financial pressures, family and/or personal
issues, job security, work pressures;
evidence of five causes of stress is required.

5.3. Types of stress and fatigue are defined in accordance with the reference
text.
Range

acute, chronic.

5.4. Adverse effects of stress and fatigue are described in terms of physical work
capacity and physical wellbeing.
Range

evidence of four effects is required.

5.5. Factors contributing to physical and mental wellbeing are explained in terms
of minimising fatigue in a forestry operation.
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Range

includes but is not limited to – equipment, strength and
fitness, rest and recreation, nutrition, job technique, job
rotation, work/life balance.

Outcome 6
Describe ways to attend to personal health matters.
Evidence requirements
6.1.

Minor conditions common to forestry workers are identified, their potential
effects on performance described, and appropriate ways to attend to them
identified in accordance with the reference text.
Range

may include but is not limited to – cuts, grazes, puncture
wounds, blisters, burns, rashes, wet feet, respiratory tract
infections;
evidence of three conditions is required.

6.2. Consequences of sunburn are described in terms of the short term impact
on the candidate’s work performance and long-term consequences to the
candidate’s health.
6.3. Methods of sunburn prevention suitable for forestry workers are identified
in accordance with the reference text.
6.4. Short and long-term consequences of exposure to worksite noise are
described in terms of the impact on the candidate’s work performance and
personal life.
6.5. Methods of hearing protection are described and those suitable for use in
forestry operations are identified in accordance with the reference text.
Title

Demonstrate knowledge of the rules relating to chainsaw use

Level

2

Credits

5

Outcomes and evidence requirements
Outcome 1
Demonstrate knowledge of the rules for chainsaw use.
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Evidence requirements
1.6. The rules relating to chainsaw safety features are identified in accordance
with accepted industry practice.
1.7.

The rules for tensioning, sharpening, and setting of depth gauges of
chainsaw chains are described in accordance with accepted industry
practice.

1.8. The rules relating to starting chainsaws are described in accordance with
accepted industry practice.
1.9. The rules relating to the condition of a chainsaw, which would preclude its
use, are described in accordance with accepted industry practice.
1.10. The recommendation relating to testing the operation of the chain brake is
described in accordance with accepted industry practice.
1.11. The recommendation relating to the use of a chainsaw above shoulder
height is described in accordance with accepted industry practice.
1.12. The rules relating to the maintenance of a chainsaw with the motor running
are described in accordance with accepted industry practice.
1.13. The rules relating to the operation of a chainsaw on stockpiled, stacked, or
heaped logs are described in accordance with accepted industry practice.
1.14. The requirement to check the security and condition of anti-vibration
mounts on a chainsaw are described in accordance with accepted industry
practice.
Outcome 2
Describe rules relating to the transport and use of chainsaw fuel in accordance
with accepted industry practice.
Evidence requirements
2.1.

The rules relating to the transport of flammable liquids in vehicles are
described in accordance with accepted industry practice.

2.2. The rules relating to suitable containers for the carriage of fuel on-site are
described in accordance with accepted industry practice.
2.3. The rules relating to the refuelling of chainsaws are described in accordance
with accepted industry practice.
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Outcome 3
Describe PPE and first aid requirements for chainsaw operators in accordance with
accepted industry practice.
Evidence requirements
3.1.

The requirements relating to PPE and equipment for chainsaw operators are
described in accordance with accepted industry practice.

3.2. The first aid requirements for chainsaw operators are described in
accordance with accepted industry practice.
Title

Demonstrate knowledge of general health, safety, and
environmental requirements in forestry

Level

2

Credits

5

Outcomes and evidence requirements
Outcome 1
Demonstrate knowledge of the role of health and safety in forestry operations.
Evidence requirements
1.3. The objectives of the Health and Safety in Employment Act are explained in
accordance with accepted industry practice.
1.4. The purpose of the Approved Code of Practice for health and safety at the
worksite is described.
1.5. The location of the Approved Code of Practice for health and safety at the
worksite is described.
1.6. Duties defined by the Approved Code of Practice are described.
1.7.

Range principals, employers, employees.

Outcome 2
Demonstrate knowledge of general safety requirements in a forestry operation.
Evidence requirements
2.1.

Terminology relevant to health and safety and hazard management is
defined in accordance with accepted industry practice.Range
significant
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hazard, serious harm, eliminate, isolate, minimise.
2.2. Reasons for using, and maintaining personal protective equipment, and for
having the correct personal protective equipment for the task, are explained
in accordance with accepted industry practice.
2.3. Possible methods of communication of safety or other information in a
forestry operation are described in accordance with worksite procedures.
2.4. Range may include but is not limited to – signage, health and safety notice
board, oral instructions.
2.5. The method that the candidate must use to draw attention to themselves
when entering an area where work is taking place, is identified in the context
of the candidate’s role or prospective role.
2.6. Forestry signage is identified and the meaning of the signage is explained in
the context of the candidate’s worksite and access to the worksite.
2.7.

The use of banners, tapes and barriers is explained in accordance with
worksite policies and procedures.

2.8. The importance of reporting and recording near hits is explained in
accordance with accepted industry practice.
Outcome 3
Demonstrate knowledge of emergency procedures and related requirements to be
used in the event of a forest emergency.
Evidence requirements
3.1.

The accepted industry practice requirements are identified with regard to
emergencies and first aid in a forestry operation.

3.2. Emergency procedures are listed in accordance with worksite procedures,
and in the context ofthe candidate’s role.
Range

injury, fire, explosion, earthquake, extreme weather conditions,
volcanic eruption;
evidence of at least two procedures is required.

3.3. Action to be taken when first on the scene of a fire, accident, or medical
emergency is identified in accordance with worksite procedures.
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Range

includes but is not limited to – securing the scene,
communication procedures, first aid.

3.4. Use of a radio or mobile phone is demonstrated in terms of switching on,
checking signal, checking channel, and making a test call, in accordance with
worksite procedures.
3.5. Availability of a vehicle for use as a means of obtaining assistance in the
event of an emergency is explained in accordance with worksite procedures.
3.6. Emergency signals are described in accordance with worksite procedures.
Range
3.7.

hand signals, audio signals.

Essential information to be communicated in the event of an emergency is
identified in accordance with accepted industry practice.
Range

evidence of at least five pieces of essential information is
required.

3.8. The requirement for all recipients to repeat and confirm emergency
messages is explained in accordance with accepted industry practice.
Outcome 4
Demonstrate knowledge of environmental issues in forestry.
Evidence requirements
4.1.

Ways in which forestry operations manage risk to the environment are
described.
Range

4.1.

legislation, resource consents, industry environmental
standards, job prescriptions.

Consequences of failing to meet environmental requirements are identified
in terms of consequences to the employer and to the employee.
Range

evidence of at least two consequences for the employer
and two consequences for the employee is required.

Outcome 5
Demonstrate knowledge of personal safety in first line vegetation firefighting.
Evidence requirements
5.2. Causes of vegetation fire in forestry operations are explained.
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Range

chainsaws, machinery, machinery maintenance, vehicles,
smoking, open flame, wire rope friction;
evidence of three causes of vegetation fire is required.

5.3. Action to be taken when a fire is located is described in terms of safety of
self and others, attempting to extinguish the fire, and reporting the fire.
5.4. The minimum clothing requirements to be worn at a vegetation fire is
identified in accordance with accepted industry practice.
5.5. The type of clothing material that must not be worn at a vegetation fire are
stated in accordance with accepted industry practice.
Title

Demonstrate knowledge of selecting plantation trees

Level

2

Credits

5

Outcomes and evidence requirements
Outcome 1
Demonstrate knowledge of tree selection for commercial forestry operations.
Evidence requirements
1.1.

Two objectives of tree selection are described in accordance with the
accepted forestry industry practice.

1.2. Forest operations where tree selection is an important process are identified
in accordance with the accepted forestry industry practice.
1.3. Terms used to describe tree qualities and features are explained in
accordance with the accepted forestry industry practice.
Range

dominant, co-dominant, sub dominant, suppressed, stem form,
branching habit, health, malformation, wobble, kink, sweep,
internode, whorl, butt swept, single leader, double leader,
multiple leader.

1.4. Terms used in tree selection are explained in accordance with the accepted
forestry industry practice.
Range

stocking, spacing, crop tree, final crop tree, stems per hectare
(SPH).
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1.5. Features which determine suitability of crop trees are described in
accordance with the job prescription.
1.6. Positive effects of tree selection on a final forest crop are explained in terms
of volume and value.
Outcome 2
Explain job prescription requirements for tree selection.
Evidence requirements
2.1.

Tree selection requirements from a job prescription are identified and
explained.
Range

stocking, acceptable trees, unacceptable trees, spacing, crown
condition.

2.2. The purpose of communicating the job prescription to all members of the
crew is explained in accordance with the accepted forestry industry practice.
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12. 6 - Appendix 6 High schools delivery draft 40 weeks
High Schools-'taster' in Forestry course

Dra�
General topics
Week
Introduction and objectives
Site Visits
Overview of forestry in NZ
Local industry; features and facili�es
Commercial forestry
Establishment and silviculture
Forest harvesting and roading
Quality factors
Intro to chainsaws
Forestry General Requirements
Human factors
Industry speakers
Special topics, (simulators?)

Unit standards content;
Part 1

Unit standards content;
Part 2

1

2

3

22997
27963
1227
6916
17769
22994

Week
22997
27963
1227
6916
17769
22994

4

5

6

Week 11 = break

7

Nurs

Silv

Nurs

silv silv

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Ass
Ass
Mill Mill
Ass

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

Harv Harv

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

Ass

Harv

RT

Fire Fire Ass
Ass

Notes
1

This programme is a rough dra� which can and should be adjusted to suit

Classroom session

2

This model is based on the schools that are constrained by needing daily 1-two
two
period
period
time
time
blocks
blocks

Hands-on workshop

3

Each week is approx. 5-6 hours of forestry content. 1 block= 2-3 hours

Site/field visit

4

Rough chronological order only. Model suggests topics which precede another
ther

5

Field/site visits scheduled to retain interest

6

Assumes no restrictions to forest entry for site visits

7

Industry speakers can be included to suit topic delivery

8

Taster' does not allow much time for prac�cal skills….'chainsaw excepted

Prac�cal work
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12. 7 - Appendix 7 Our Journey
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Our journey so far ...
#dreams to reality #inspirational ideas #the journey begins #make it a reality #Te Waka
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The idea started over numerousFriday afternoon
“staff meetings”at the Mole & Chicken...
#where great ideas transpire #lubricating the mind #improving education #future focused course #nextgen
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Turning ideas into reality!!

May 2018…
Developingthe Te W aka Dream

#develop the dream #the idea evolves #great minds think alike #Te Waka being built
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Te Waka...a journey of self-discovery

#Diversity #Embracing culture #Working together #Te Waka #Lets make this happen
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Education Hub - Bright Spots Award
❖

❖

In order to start the journey and gain the funding and
support required for a forward thinking and exciting
course we appliedfor a Bright Spots award.
This award was contested through all
educationalistsNZ wide and we were one of 5
teams awarded this prestigious honour.

#awards #successful beginnings #recognition from leading educationalists #greater opportunities
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S PA R K
Due to the Education Hub - Bright Spots successwe have the ongoing opportunity to work alongsideSpark - Flying
to Auckland visiting Spark-housefor professionaldevelopment courses, meeting, working with and developing
ongoing relationships with leading visionaries/agile planners to ensure the creation of our robust and engaging
course using thinking from both Leading Industries and Educational professionals(An opportunity rarely given to
Teachers and Schools).

#education + Business #Wow!! #Agile planning # partnerships forming #fresh opportunities #the future
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Construction begins...
●

Turning 4 old school, traditional teaching rooms into
one big modern learning environment.

#engaging #exciting #moving educationforward
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Te Waka Open for Learning - Januar y 2019

#the journey begins #welcome the new class #inaugural year #Te Waka sets sail #Maori blessings

#He Waka Eke Noa
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Three Worlds Collide - Combining knowledge to
E d u c a te
Science - Technology - Maths working together to inspire, educate and engage students towards the careers and
opportunities of our ever changingfuture!!

#the future of education #real world problems #community of learning #opportunities for all #combining forces
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Year 9 Jackson starts lessons Feb 2019

A NZ world leaderin his
field to be the name and inspiration
for the class,with a link to the
S.T.E.M basedcareers
A class acting as a production
Team promoting their solutions
using modern platforms such as
social media - informing and
changing community opinions

#Sir Peter Jackson #from garage to world fame#Weta Workshop #T e
Waka
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Real World Problem for Term 1:
Predator Free Waitahanui Unit

Real World Problem:
To research, design, build, trial &
evaluate
the ultimate rat trap for the
Waitahanui community

#Predator free NZ #Community awareness #Rat trapping #Roel Michels #S.T.E.M #Design Thinking
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The Innovation Model

Real W orld Problem
Presented by Stakeholder to the class
allowing for Questions and Answers
Students develop empathy and
understanding of the problem and
stakeholder needs

Students work
collaboratively, as part of a
Hoe Group.
Using research and
Problem based learning
come up with possible
solutions.

Solutions are communicated back to
the stakeholder using video
presentations
These videos are released on Social
Media to create awareness and a
possible paradigm shift in the
community

#real world problems #social media #collaboration #design thinking #problem solving #presentations
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W h a n a u e n g a ge m e n t … I nve n t i o n o f Te Wa ka C a fe

Te Waka Cafe - Teachers and
Parents working together
Sharing ideas and regular
Communication

He Waka Eke Noa
We are all in this together
#whanau #caring for the next generation #shared goals #working together #communication #team work
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Trap innovations… Our Term 1 solutions

#S.T.E.M #innovation #problem solvers #Waitahunia #predator free #fun and learning #voyage of discovery
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Presenting our discoveries and Innovations

#Staff/Whanau/Stakeholder/D.O.C #Question and Answers #Leading change #Paradigm shift #Sharing
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Evie visit - Electric Vehicles - Sustainable futures - The next
generation of auto engineers??

#Welcome a TV Star #Excited students #Evolocity #Electric Vehicles #Mercury Energy #Hands on Learning
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O u r P re s e n t a n d e n g a g i n g Re a l Wo r ld
Problem

#light up the town #message in lights #the magic of winter #recycling sculptures #interactive displays
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Next Steps…… Future endeavours

#researching new ideas #STEM based projects #meeting other STEM professionals #STEM careers
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2020 & beyond...

The future of STE(A)M learninglooks exciting!!!

#building staff capacity #learners as teachers #leadership opportunities #great innovations #exciting careers

#Adding the A #STEM to STEAM
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#21st Century skills #workforce skills #learning to learn #Future focused skills
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